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'Post 4 days of positive close the index witnessed a
marginal decline & filled the gap around 8740. The
sequence of higher highs & higher lows on the intraday
scale remains firm until 8720 is held. Only a sustained
breach below the 8720 would indicate loss in momentum
& push the index lower towards its intermediate supports
around 8600-8550.

Sector  Outlook

ENERGY POSITIVE

FMCG NEUTRAL

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Derivatives

 STRATEGY UPDATE :  Banknifty Ratio Call Spread

Instrument  B/S Lot Reco CMP
23 FEB 20500  CE Buy 1 191 218

23 FEB 21000  CE Sell 2 54 59

Market DriversNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. R1 R2 S1 S2

8785 8835 8860 8725 8700

3 Indian markets saw a bit of volatility ahead of
the RBI policy. The broad expectation is of a 25
bps rate cut. Results continue to be mixed.
BHEL, Tata Steel both reported numbers ahead
of street expectation. PNB numbers were also
better. PSU Banks could continue to offer
upsides in the near term given valuation dif-
ferential. Buyback talks could fuel some up
move in Infosys. Overall Nifty is expected to
be range bound in near term and market will
look to take some cues from the policy. Broad
bias continues to be positive and use correc-
tions as opportunity.

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 23-Feb 9000 6162675 317850

Bank Nifty 23-Feb 21000 905120 31760

Bank Nifty 09-Feb 21000 632800 148480

Highest Call OI

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 23-Feb 8500 5720100 252075

Bank Nifty 23-Feb 19500 788400 100000

Bank Nifty 09-Feb 20000 451120 20000

Highest Put OI

Nifty Chart

Target Profit: Rs.15000 around 21000  Initial Outflow: Rs.3500
Hedge above : Rs. 21375

Scrip Reco MBP SL Target

HUL BUY 855 850 870

Trading Idea - Cash & Future

Interim Dividend -

ALANKIT  INR - 0.10, MOTILALOFS  INR - 2.50,  SUVEN  INR -
1.00,  THYROCARE  INR - 5.00

CEATLTD, CENTURYTEX, HDIL, IBREALEST, JINDALSTEL,
JPASSOCIAT, ORIENTBANK, RCOM, SUNTV, WOCKPHARMA

Corporate Action:

Security in Ban period:

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

67.56 67.20 67.05 67.70 67.85

The pair is likely to trade in a lower range between intraday
resistance at 67.70 and supports at 67.20-67.05 zone.
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Derivatives Idea

Buy 1 Lot 20500 CE
Sell 2 Lot 21000 CE

3 Banknifty is in long-long Unwinding Cycle
3 Option data shows highest put concentration

at 19500/20000 indicating support zone
3 Any unwinding in OTM Calls could lead to op-

tion trigger thereby fuelling the momentum
towards 20500-21000. Considering falling
volatility,and to take advantage of time de-
cay, Ratio Call Spread is recommended

Institution Net B/S  OI

Index Future -39 Short

Index Options -111 Writing

Stock Futures -586 Short

Major Price %  Change Major OI %  Change

FII F&O

FII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)

Cat.  Amt  MTD YTD

FII 201 353 2225

DII 1620 3050 30041

Trading Calls

   MBP INR 855

   Target INR 870

3 'Occurrence of a 'Bullish Harami' at the
retracement support raises expectation of the
swing support to remain firm

3 Trading longs could be initiated near 855 with
a stop below 850 for a target 870

Buy

HUL

Ratio Call Spread

Banknifty
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Morning Meet Notes
Research Notes

J&K Bank: (CMP - 73, TP 75, Recom. Neutral)

3 NII de-grew 14% YoY on the back of 86bp YoY (38bp QoQ) decline in NIM. Net loss of INR5b. Loan book down 3% qoq

3 GNPL and NNPL was at 11.8% and 6%

P&G HYGIENE AND HEALTHCARE: (CMP - 6963, TP 8250, Recom. BUY)

3 Sales declined 2.4% YoY (est. of +10%) to INR6.43b. EBITDA margin at 35.5%.

3 EBITDA increased by 5.7% YoY to INR2.29b and PAT by 2.8% YoY to INR1.51b

3 Maintain BUY with TP of 8250

Ramco Cements: (CMP - 681, TP 815, Recom. BUY)

3 Volumes grew 22% YoY. Net sales grew 15% YoY to INR9.4b. Margin was 28.7%. PAT was better at INR1.5bn

3 We estimate 17%/24% EBITDA/PBT CAGR over FY17-19. The stock trades at an EV of 9.6x FY19E EBITDA. Maintain Buy; target price of INR815

HEXAWARE TECHNOLOGIES: (CMP - 197, TP 220, Recom. Neutral)

3 Revenue growth of 3.4% QoQ CC. Volumes growth of 8.4% QoQ

3 EBITDA margin for 4Q was in line. PAT at INR1.2b.

3 Expect USD revenue CAGR of 10.1% and EPS CAGR of 7.9% over CY16-18E. TP of INR220

BHEL: (CMP - 152, TP 115, Recom. SELL)

3 Sales at INR63.2b (+19% YoY) beat our estimate of INR61b. Gross margins at 37.4% (+220bps YoY). EBITDA at INR2.2b and margins of 3.5 % vs. PAT at INR 0.94b.

3 Order book at INR984b(-10% YoY). SELL with TP of Rs 115

Titan Company: (CMP - 393, TP 420, Recom. Neutral)

3 Revenue rose 13.9% YoY to IN38.7b (est. of INR38.1b). EBITDA grew 25.5% YoY to INR3.5b due to better-than-expected EBITDA margin, while recurring PAT rose 13.4%
YoY to INR2.6b (est. of INR2.3b).

3 Expect earnings CAGR of 13.7% over FY16-19E. Neutral with a revised TP of INR420
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3 NSE USDINR (Feb. contract) rebounded slightly after testing a low near 67.28

to close yesterday's session near 67.56.

3 However, DGCX USDINR couldn't hold onto the gains and closed lower near

67.42 (61.8% retracement level).

3 Sustained trade below this level would now continue the decline towards

lower supports at 67.20-67.05 levels.

3 Selling on rallies is thus advised as long as 67.70 (50% retracement resistance)

is capping the upside

Currency Ideas

USDINR GBPINR

3 NSE GBPINR (Feb. contract) predictably extended its decline towards 83.55-

83.60 zone before closing near 83.60 levels.

3 The pair is likely to open higher (as per parity) and could now find short-term

support around this area

3 Sustained trade above 84.40 could lead to a relief rally towards immediate

resistance at 84.80 / 85.00 level.

3 Buying is thus advised on dips.
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